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Exciton dynamics
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1 The observed k --+k' scattering in the linear chain triplet exciton system of
,2,4,S-tetrachlorobenzene at low temperature is explained by assuming that
t~e scattering takes place at an impurity site via single phonon emission or
d sorption. The model is supported by a study of the temperature depen-
ben.ce of the scattering rate and the time evolution of the population distri-
utron over the whole band.

1. INTRODUCTION
e In the past decade many papers have appeared dealing with the problem of
XCltonmot . iffvi . IOn In molecular crystals. A common element in the di erent
leWp0tnts is th . .., IIt is at one usually tnes to understand exciton motion m rea space.
th t generally agreed that at high temperatures the motion is ' incoherent' and
apa It can be described by a hopping model but the various authors use different
proaches [1 8] f h '., H . IIth h . - or t e low temperature wave-hke motIOn. owever, in a
e t eones . . hism .exciton-phonon coupling is considered to be the dommant mec an-
be rekspo~s'ble for exciton scattering. Consequently, two selection rules must
ta en int . f

qu . 0 account, the conservation of energy and the conservation 0
a"-mom b bili fthe . entum. Both of these set severe restrictions on the pro a I ity 0
eXcIton_ph .
I onon scattenng process.
n two . h . Iabs . expenmental studies Burland et al. [9 10] measured t e optica
orphon li h . ., .'. dib hth Iand 12 nes apes of hnear cham tnplet excltons In 1,+- I romonap a ene

appl" d ,+,S-tetrachlorobenzene (TCB) as a function of temperature. They
pho ie the formalism developed by Davydov [1] and Sumi [11] for excrtcn-
atte~on scattering to explain the observed lineshapes. Later, Harris [12]
inter pted to explain these data with the help of an exchange model. The

pretatlOn f h id d ith ato t ese experiments however has to be consi ere WI gre, ,
0026-8976/82/4601 0151 $04·00 © 1982 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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care, especially since it appears from findings by Port et al. [13] that theab-
sorption lineshapes are extremely sensitive to sample preparation and handling

The TCB system is of particular interest because it also enables one 10
observe the magnetic resonance transitions between the triplet exciton sublevels
in zero magnetic field via optical detection (ODMR), Since :he e~cllonk
states have slightly different zero-field frequencies, the resulting hnesha~
'mirrors' the dispersion of the triplet exciton band [14]. Harris and Fayer[b)
and Wieting and Fayer [16] have tried to make an estimate for the scattenng
rates from an analysis of the zero-field lineshapes. In a more recent paper,
Breiland and Saylor [17] introduce a scattering matrix in the momentu~ repn-
sentation to fit the ODMR lineshapes. To obtain the best fit with their resula
they have to assume that the scattering occurs preferentially to nearby k state.
They do t di h '. ". h non scattenngno iscuss t err results In terms of exisnng exciton-p a
th ' , hi h , tum mUSIeones, In w IC the conservation laws of energy and quasl-momen ,
be obeyed, In the case of TCB where the dispersion of the triplet eXClt~~
band is much smaller than the di:persion of acoustic phonons, this wouldoa)
lead to scattering in a very limited range in k space [15].

r '" h di t observe' n a rec~nt paper We descnbe an expenment which makes t e irec Th'
non of k~k scattenng In the triplet exciton system of TCB possible [18]. with
expenn:ent has been performed in the following way, A short laser flash,
a duratIon f 15 ' d state miDo ns eXcItes the system selectively from the So groun ,
the k ~ 0 region of the triplet exciton band. The T

x
- r; zero-field linesha~~;:

th~~ mspected VIa electron spin echo (ESE) signals. The signals show of
1~lllally a strong overpopulation has resulted for the k '" 0 excitons at the tophe
tl e eXCIton band, By varying the delay of the ESE signal with respect to I k
aser flash one f II ' , f h various

" can 0 ow the evolullon of the population 0 t e f' Idstates VIathe ti d di ero- ief [me ependence of the ESE signal at the correspon Ing Z ingrequency Th I , I b catten
. . , e resu ts prove that the probability that there wII e s : .•
IS not restncted t II . h rply \I'U'
h " 0 sma ranges In k Space. This contrasts very sa, dt e pred'Cllon based h " ttenng an
also with th . On t e eXIStIng theories for exciton-phonon sea I [l9J.

I hi e preVIOUsconclusions of Breiland and Saylor [17] and Botter et a, n
ntIs paper We 't n_phonoC'tter' 'T present two new experimental results on eXCI0 of.. Ing In CB F' d dence

the Scatte ' . IrSt, we have measured the temperature epen dlJ'• .nng rate T -1 f h SecO
n

,
we give the re If s . rOm t e k", 0 excitons to all other k states. h tl

heSUts 0 sp'n I k'· h .dea t aprinciple of det '1 d b - oc Ing expenments, which support tel To
a, e alance I' , h k states.e\plain the e dat app les to scattenng amongst t e ds ,'ia

impuritie thus a 'Ivepropose that the exciton-phonon scattering proc
f
eeuas

i
-

' e ,mlnatmg th I' , 0 q
momentum \\,. h h e Se ectlOn rule for conservatIOn f the
L • It t e hel f h' . nS or
• dependence and h POt IS model we have derived expresslO 'Ihe. • t e temp . tes Inregton of low tern erature dependence of the scattenng ra d 10

• pe'ntures wh I "pecteOe tIr, rhe reSult' , , ere on Y one-phonon processes are e diD'
temperature depen~ng expressIons give a very good account of the observe ble
10 fit the 0 erved ence ~f the SCattering rate TS.I, In addition, we are 3

m
_P' cntrenng p tt 'th a COUter lInulation b d a ern amongst the exciton k states WI . g,

\t h h a e On our e ' . d cattenn'II temper lure h 'presslOns for this impurity-asslste s 'dthlh • 'I' ere k T' I . b dWI •• e temperature depe d 8 's arge compared with the excIton an the""h ~' n ence of th· I frorn
lOur predicted On h b ' e scattenng rate deviates strong y 'ok that

I o'phonon tYpe proce s t de a,SISof one-phonon processes, We thl
es am, nat th '

e e eXCIton k scattering here,
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2. THEORY

Aswe already mentioned in the introduction. the experimentally observed
k-+k' scattering in the triplet exciton band of TeB does not indicate any res-
trictionin the scattering probabilities. This might give rise to doubts as to
whetherdirect exciton-phonon coupling is responsible for the observed scattering
process,since according to the laws of conservation of energy and quasi-
momentumscattering should occur solely in limited regions of k space. How-
ever,in this section we shall present a theory which can account for the experi-
mentalobservations. It is based on impurity-assisted scattering by one-phonon
processesand is therefore only valid at low temperatures where kBT is small
comparedwith the exciton bandwidth.
We start by considering an unperturbed chain of N molecules with an

exchangeinteraction f3 between nearest neighbours. The hamiltonian describ-
109 theexcited states of the chain is given by

Ho= L Eklk><kl + ~>klq+t)· (1)
k q

HereIk) describes the exciton state with energy Ek and quasi-momentum k,
and" h"0 ISt e phonon number operator for the mode frequency Wq and quasi-
mo~entumq. We assume that, under the influence of an impurity, a molecule
~t.'tte" (,:,ost likely a neighbour of the impurity) is displaced from its equili-
num POSItIOnto a new position defined by the coordinate Qn' This leads to

a perturbation

v =U;Jo Qnln><nl. (2)

~hereIhn)describes an excitation localized at site nand E is the site energy.
wec ange (2) f h" .

we h rom t e site representation to the momentum representationave

V=N-l Nph-l/2 L. L Ik><k'i (aaQE) Qq exp [i(k-k' +q)nJ. (3)
H k, k q n 0

Phe~~o~:thtaveused the fact that there are Nph sites which participate in the
inthecrys~~with N ph in t~e order of magnitude of the total number of molecules
thephon a. ThiS takes into account that while the exciton is one dimensional,
formfor~~s, though anisotropic, are three dimensional. In order to find a
.pproximati~nc~uphngc~nstant (aEjaQn)o we apply the deformation potential

Or acoustic phonons [20J and write

(,aQE) = AWq.
Low fre 0 n 0
b' quency phon
ahonV· thi oris are expected to contribute negligibly to the site pertur-

, ISIS assured b ki \Y ta mg "a constant in (4). We obtain
V=N-IN -1/2\ '"

ph "I... L Ik><k'lwqQqexp[i(k-k'+q)nJ
k, k' q

" k~' Vkk·lk><k'I,

(4)

With (5 )

(6 )
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We now apply Fermi's golden rule to get the transition probability lor seatleri~from state k to k' [21]

A. J. van Strien et al.

00

Wnk'~k= J <Vkk"(t)Vk'k(O» exp [i(Ek-Edt] dt-00

00 (i)=N-2 Nph
-1 A2 L w,Wq. J <Qq(t)Qq'(O» exp [i(Ek-Ek.)tJdt,

g, q' - co

The autocorrelation function <Q.(t)Qq'(O» lor a harmonic oscillator is

<Qq(t)Q,-(O» =Wq-l[(n, + I) exp (-iwqt)+nq exp (iw,t)J8,.,

where nq is the occUpation number of a phonon q. This leads to
(i)

Wnk'~k=N-2 Nph-l A2 t wq{[n,,+ l]o(Ek-E
k
.-
Wq

)

q +nqo(Ek-Ek·+w,)). (')
H th I' d to phononere e Irst term corresponds to phonon creation and the secon Db)"destructi W . . en by a e

. on. e assume that the lattice phonon spectrum IS gIV
densIty of states function, that is p(W)dw =Aw2 dw, and therefore

Wnk'~k=N_2 A2 r p(W)w{[n(w)+ l]o(Ek-E
k
. -w)

a ) d (10)+n(w)o(Ek-Ek.+w) W

Wnk'_k=AA2 N-2[n(~E) + I](LlE)3; Ek> E
k
.,}

Wnk'~k= AA2 N-2 n(LlE)(LlE)3 ; s, < s.;
with 6E = IE - E I ' . h one.pho

nonemission a / h k·. The hrst part of (11) corresponds WIt uneo
er
"

lated im;u nt' t e second part with one-phonon absorption. Wah m bability
ri res present in the chain We find for the total scattering pro

m PQWk·k= '" Wn Wn
"'- k'-k = m k'-k"

Since the impurit n~ I atlering
probability usin YWconcentrationc = m]N,Wefinally obtain for the total scg =AA2 C

W w
','k=iV(C,EP[fi(C,E)+IJ= W(LlE)3 exp (LlEjkBT) I

far E :> " N exp (LlEjkBT)• Ck' and

pi)

(13)

""•.•=!(C,E)' - W (14)
N n(c,E)=_ (LlE)3[exp (LlEjk T)-IJ-'for E.< e... N B

The eXpre .
pro SSe Slons (13) and (14) h .ph

ononfor lh to OCCUr. In th ave been derived assuming only one ieelY
tem e Observed low tem e next seerion it is shOwn that they account," ;\t~rulures \ h perature de d . T _ .
b nd lhi' v ere kuT is lar pen ence of the scattenng rat: S xeil

OOIS no longer the ca ge compared with the width of the tnplet e have
se, as two_ph R s then

anon aman type processe
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to be considered. In the above formalism this can be done either by con-
sideringquadratic terms in the perturbation V, or by second order perturbation
theory,

The impurity may also perturb the near neighbour transfer integrals f3 due
to the change in equilibrium position at site n, so that we must add

(a~Jo Qn{ln>(n+ 11 + In>(n-lf +h.c.} (15)

to V in equation (2), By proceeding as before and again using the deformation
potential approximation, this adds to Vkk• in equation (6) a term of identical
form except that ,\ will be different. This will give rise to the same final
temperature dependence for Wk'k as before and can thus be included in the
presentformulation.
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Figure1 Th . .
T' _ e cxperrmerrtally observed temperature dependence of the scattermg rate

s l(k.R::l:O), as obtained from the decay of the excess population of the kR::O excitons
de variOUStemperatures. The dashed line indicates the calculated temperature
ependence of TS-l(k~O) using the impurity assisted exciton-phonon scatteringmodel.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ts-~~~goure I we. ha~e plotted the temperature depend~nce of the de~ay rate
afte I) of the initial excess population of the k"" 0 tnplet excitons in TeB

r se ectlve I '" b . Thresult h aser excitation m the 0-0 band of the To+-So a sorption. e
s ave be btai I . hsignal en 0 tamed by measuring the decay of the e ectron spm ec 0

Pond' at 3572-5 MHz (the frequency in the T _ T zero-field transition corres-
Ing With h .• YThe t e k", 0 excitons) as a function of the delay after the laser flash,
rate T -1 h hother's t erefore represents the total scattering rate from k" 0 to all t e
eXCitonk states

~~. . d
directl f enng rates from other regions of the exciton band cannot be foun
the re?ul rom the above experiments. However, in the following we present
the sc ts, of spm-Iocking experiments which, in principle, allow one to obtain

attenng f . 'a ~/2' rates rorn any part of the band, In the spin-Iockmg expenment
lfiIcrowa I' h hif fthe d . , ve pu se IS applied followed immediately by a 7T/2 P ase Sit 0flVIng ., .

tnagn . , mIcrOwave field. In this way the direction of the microwave~~ , . ' '

theh' uctIon 8, is made parallel to the macroscopic magnetIzatIOn in
, ,onZontal I . , .' I
lionIS slow 18pane of. the rotating frame. Since at 1:1~ K spl.n-lattIce re axa-

[ ,19], this magnetization can only decay via Jumps In the resonance
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frequency, which differ from the microwave frequency by an amount larger
than YeB,. When tuning the spectrometer to 3582·5 MHz (the frequencyin
the Tz- Ty transition corresponding to the k", ± Tria excitons) we find at 1·15 K
T'p(b ±Trla)=l0± I us: At 3572·5 MHz we find T,p(k",0)=2'2±0.2~s.

The fact that T,p-I(k '" 0) is almost equal to the scattering rate Ts -1(hO)~
(2,7 ± 0·2 fLS)-1indicates that the spin-locking experiment indeed measuresthe
scattering rate from k",O to the other k states. This supports the idea that
T,p-'(k", ± Tria) is a good measure for the scattering rate from the k", ±.!a
excitons to the other k states. In particular the ratio TIP-l(k", 0J/T'p-l
(k", hla) =4-6 is close to the Boltzmann factor exp (/1.EI k

B
T) = exp (4~/kBT)~

5·5 (4~=1'36cm-1 and T=I·15 K). This finding shows that the principleof
detaded balance applies to scattering in the band.

As a first test of our model presented in the preceding section, we performed
computer calculations of the evolution of the population distribution over.the
exc~tonk ~tates. We have assumed that the scattering probability is determlOed
by I,?punty assisted one-phonon processes described by (13) and (14J. Our
aim '~ to see whether we can reproduce the experimentally observed. time
evolutIOn of the ESE detected lineshape of the T _ T zero-field transmon at
1·15K, following laser flash excitation into the ori~in of the To+-So absorpti~n
band (18) T f '1' hi e 10
• . 0 aCIitate the comparison we have reproduced t [S curvfigure 2.
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. . rce.dlOlensional r· ESE detecte
llneshape of the T T .epresentatlOn of the time evolution of the . laser
flash excitation in;: th tnplet exciton zero-field transition in TCB foIlO~I~fdthis
0·2 crrr-t and the I e absorption origin at 374·8 nrn. The laser ban \ rof
I \\' d pu se energy 3 ] Th . h peak powe

an a duration of 250 m . e .mlcr~wave pulses .ave ,a al betWeen
the laser flash and th fi ns: The delay time t Indicates the time interv , owavePI' e rrst micro I the nuC!U SC:S IS 1,5 IJ.S Th k wave pu se. The interval 'T between "572.5~I!-I . e ",0 exe't h f about J

Z, and the k~ +71"/ . Ions ave a resonance frequency 0 . 1.t5 It
- a excltons about 3582-5 MHz. The temperature IS

In the nu .
. mencal caleulat' . . d'fferentnOt~lIon for k (7 17] W 'o~ It IS convenient to adopt a slightly I E of

xeltOn State k in' a h" e Wnte the dispersion relation for the energyN' I)
and h,l, 2, ... , N~ a~:;f N molecules, Ek=Eo +2f3 cos k(j with (j=1T/( ss~ble
State (10 this notation k= 1)TCB f3= + 0·34 em-l and the optically acee

IS at the top of the band .

•
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The Pauli master equation [22] governing the population Pk(t) of exciton
state k is given by

dPk(t)
dt

./\' 1\'

k~l Pk'(t)Wkk,~Pk(t) k'~1 Wk'k' (16 )

whereWk'k is the probability for scattering from h to h', We assume that the
markovian approximation is valid, that is each scattering event is independent
of the preceding ones, which implies that the Wk'k are time independent [5].
The solution of (16) is found with the help of laplacian transformation techniques

N ,
pk(t)=Pk(O)exp(- Wkt) + L Wkk' J exp (Wk[t'-t))pk'(t') dt', (17)

k' = 1 0

!,
whereWk= L Wk'k is the total scattering rate from state h to all the other h'

k'= 1
states, Since the convolution integral in (17) cannot be solved analytically,
we have used a numerical method to calculate pk(t), To this end we have
developedan iterative computer program using the linear approximation of (17)

1 N
pk(t+8t)=pk(t) exp (_ WkSt)+-. [l-exp (- WkSt)] L Wkk,pk'(t). (18)

Wk k'~1

This approximation is valid only if St is so small that pk'(t') can be considered a
constant and consequently taken out of the integral in (17), To solve the
pk(t), '!'e have taken for Wk'k the expressions (13) and (14) derived in the
precedingsection, assuming that the scattering proceeds via processes where one
Pho~onwith an energy !';.E = 12fJ( cos h8 - cos h' 8) I is absorbed or emitted. .

igure 3 depicts the three-dimensional representation of the nme evolulton
of the Tx _ Til zero-field lineshape, resulting from the computer calculation,
To relate a given exciton h state to a particular zero-field frequency, we have
~s~dthe dispersion relation v(h) = Vo + 2fL cos h8 [14], with fL= - 2,5 MHz and
,,-3577'5 MHz, In addition we have used N = 50 for the number of molecules
In the chain and a gaussian inhomogeneous broadening of 1·5 MHz for the spin

o

Figur 3 'e . A th . . I ri n of the expen·
"ce-dimensional representation of our computer srrnu a 10 .

ment de' d I . . . d " phonon scattermgpicre In figure 2 using the impUrity assrste eXC) 00-
model d ib 'escri ed in the text.
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packet related to a particular k state. The value of N =50 seems to be a reason-
able estimate for the actual average chain length. (An estimate of the average
,chain length may be obtained from the dependence of the phase memory time on
the zero-field frequency, that is on the particular value of k. An account of this
experiment will be presented in a forthcoming paper. The results of the
computer simulations, however, turn out to be independent of the chain length
since Wk becomes independent of N for N> 15.) The inhomogeneous width
of 1,5 MHz is larger than the homogeneous spin packet linewidth of about
0,1 MHz as derived from spin-echo measurements [18]; it has been estimated
from the overall zero-field lineshape and from the variation of the initial ESE
detected lineshape with the bandwidth of the exciting laser [18], The only
adj~stable parameter in the fit is the constant W in the expressions (13) and (14),
which IS given a value such that the computed decay rate Ts -'(k '" 0) IS the
same as the experimentally observed one. It is seen that on the basis of the
assumptions given above, a very good reproduction is obtained of the experi-
mentally observed time evolution of the Tx - Tv lineshape.

As a second and perhaps even more important test of the validity of our
model, we .calculated the temperature dependence of the scattering patterns as
presented I~ figure 3 to obtain the temperature dependence of Ts·I(k:;:;O),
The result IS indicated in figure 1 by the dashed line which very nicely repro-
~u~es the experi,:,entally observed temperature depe~dence of r;.I(k:;:; 0) up to
K (where knT ISalmost equal to the bandwidth 4f3 of the triplet exciton band),

We see this as an important support for the validity of our one-phonon impurity
aSSIstedscatterin d I hi h h k T, g rna e, w IC seems to apply up to a temperature were B
ISequal to the bandwidth,

4, DISCUSSION
We have shown th t h ' rate

T 'I(k _ 0) bat e temperature dependence of the scattenng
S - etween 1·15 d 2 K b' del for' " an can e explained very well by our rnaImpunty aSSisted ' h on

Proc' exciton-phonon scattering which takes only one-p on
esses into aCcount F h ' b tweenthe e' , urt er support is provided by the close fit expenmentally ob d d f the

T - T ze f ld I' serve an computer simulated time dependence a• • ro- te mesha h h arneprocess, pe were a scattering matrix is used based on t e s

I t is knOwn from earlie 1 'n the
exciton scatte ' r measurements that impurities can playa ro e I h
phase memorry'nt

gpracTess, For instance Botter et al. [19] have shown that t e
lime of th tr i I '. h crystaquality and the f xt e np et exciton spms depends on tellre are Onthe can ' , , , NalUra Ythe question arise cent ranon of unpunties and defects.

s as to what ki d f' , rocess.We do not have a 1 In a traps are Involved in the scattering P h tcamp ete, in t athe X-traps which I' b answer to this question, but it is almost certa' hi h
' ie a out 17c -1 b I ' . b d d w icCorrespond with slightl di meow the tnplet exciton an an Th's

i supported byothe Y h,storted TeB molecules [23, 24], are involved, 191

It was found that t~ at ~ at time unexplained, observations by Botter et al. [ J'
temp rature in a wayealP ase ~emory time T" of the X -traps varies ~Ithfft c~

most slmlla t h f . , ThiS e ecannot be explained b t ' rot at a the tnplet excltons, d
Y rappIng or d' . the relaterate COnstants are m h etrapplng mechamsms, because

b uc too slow !VI .' changeetween trap and b d ' oreover phonon assisted eXCItatIOneX ,
an can be excluded, We think that in the exciton scattertng
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processthe X-trap molecule changes its position slightly, resulting in a small
changein its zero-field splitting frequency. This modulation of the resonance
frequencyresults in a shortening of the phase memory time of the X-traps
withincreasing temperature as observed experimentally.

The scattering model discussed above cannot account for the temperature
dependenceof TS -1 above T":! 2 K. This is not very surprising since above
this temperature two-phonon Raman type processes are possible. Such
processesare expected to induce a uniform scattering probability over the band,
sincethey are roughly independent of the energy separation fj.E of the two k
statesinvolved. Furthermore, a strong temperature dependence is predicted,
usuallyof the order of T' to T'. In the limited temperature range between 2
and2·5K it is difficult to ascertain the exact temperature dependence. How-
ever,we do have an important additional piece of information, which is also
fromthe work of Botter et al. [19]. At 5 K it was observed that a motional
averagmgof the whole T _ T zero-field lineshape sets in. This indicates
that at this temperature the sc~ttering rate must be of the order of the total
~new~dth~that is ":!2" X 10' S·l. Comparing this, value with the estimated
ontribution of two-phonon processes to the scattenng rate Ts -1 at 2·5 K, we
denvea temperature dependence between these two temperatures ~ TI6-4±O,61.

Wea~etherefore led to believe that Raman-type processes dominate the scattering
In this temperature range. Whether impurities also play an important part
hereremains an open question. In principle, Raman-type processes, without
Involvingimpurities, can fulfil both the conditions for the conservation of
energyand quasi-momentum. However, impurities again eliminate the second
con~~lonand this may facilitate the scattering process. . .

, other two-phonon process is the Orbach process, where a third, inter-
mediateI I" h . t in'. eve ISmvolved. At low temperatures any of t e exciton sates can
pr~nclpleact as an intermediate, facilitating the scattering to nearby k states for
w ichthe one-phonon process only gives a very low probability. At present we are
uncertam b h I' ' rya out the importance of the Orbach processes; owever pre imina
WOrk[24] indicates that the major effects are included in equations (13)-(15).

Fmally,Welike to mention that our observations may be explained by intra-
aswellas i t hai . b di s d in then er-e am scattering processes. ThIS has not een lSCUS e
present pa b . h b of anper ecause our experiments are performed in tea sence
:~~r~almagnetic field, which makes it impossible to distinguish between intra-

mter-chai' ." . .nvolved m theSc' n scattermg. However Since impunties are 1 .
attenng p '. . ' . . d ' h in hoppmgwitha ' recess, It IS conceivable that they also in uce interc at

st d SImultaneous change in k state. To check this we have completed a
thU zyof the orientational dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rates among
e eeman I If" . I etic field toobt . eve s 0 the exciton tnplet states in an externa magn
am a me f' h I'll be pre-sentd : asure or the interchain hopping rate. T ese resu ts WI .
e In a h hai h .n rate ISslightl I not er paper [25] and show that the interc am Oppl g
Y OWerthan T -1s '
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